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ULTIMATE PLAYERS ASSOCIATION
MEMBERSHIP FORM
Age _ _ __

Name
Address

Phone ________ _____

'

City/ State/Zip

Team with whom you are affiliated:
D I am interested in assisting the UP A NEWSLETTER by writing and reporting on Ultimate activities
in my area.
D Please find enclosed my membership dues of $7.00
D Please find enclosed my membership renewal. $7.00
en ., C
Please r eturn to Ultimate Players Association, P.O. Box 4844, Santa Barbara, CA 93103.
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MOVING?
WHA T WE DON 'T
WAN T HERE IS A
FAILURE TO
COMMUNICATE!
One of the most difficult jobs the
UPA will have IS keeping up with
address changes. A simple solu tion
that has been suggested is tha t all
teams rent a Post Office Box. Cost
IS only $20 per year and allows
cons1stant communication .
If you have moved - or plan to
move in the near future - be sure
to let the UPA Newsletter follow you
by letting us know your new
address Just paste the latest
address label on the space
prov1ded below and let us know
your new address.

Editorial

Nl W ADDRE SS - - - - ·- - - - CITY Sl ATF ZIP

Return to. UPA Newslefler.
P 0 Box 4844 , Santa Barbara . CA
93103

T. K
COMMITTE E S
Two committees were formed in
Atlanta to deal with tournament format
and promotion. If you have any interest
in being involved with these committees
write:
Tournament Format
Stephen Sm ith
1415 S. Pickwick
Springfield. MO 65804
Promotiona l
Yogi Durra
35 Grant
White Plains. NY 10604
(9 14) 761-4206

---------------------------

Letters

Over the years I have gradually
become more and more involved with
Ultimate. More recently, over the past
2Y:! years. much of my time and most of
my energy have gone towards
developing the basic structure of the
Ultimate Players Association.
In mos t cases th e c h a ll enges
presented wer e both stimul ati ng and
fulfill ing but other tim es it was not so
fun a nd sometimes a pai n in the neck. In
the beginning, befor e a stru cture was
established. on ly weekly attention was
necessary. When we became offic ia lly
recognized (Dec. '79), the wor kload
incr eased signifi cant ly.
F r om that time to date, I have spent
an average of 15-20 hours a week. In
add ition I am "on call" 24 hours a day.
That is, t he U P A phone and offices
occupy the same room I sleep in.
The UPA has in fact grown from a
concept into a reality. We have
approximately 700 individual members
and 500 registered teams representing 7
countries. Still we have lots of room for
growth.
I want to continue my involvement. I
want to pursue new goals such as
national sponsorship. international
competition, and refining all the
systems we now have operating. But the
reality is I can no longer afford to donate
my time. I have worked hard to get to
the point that I cou ld get paid for my
services.
What I am suggesting is that starting
in March a wage system be established.
It would include $400 a month for my
services and $20 per month for each
regional coordinator.

NAME - - - - · - - - --- - - - -
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To th e E ditor :
In his article, "The Spirit of the
Game," in the November 1980 UPA
Newsletter, I rv Kalb laments the loss of
t he basic philosophy of r espect for both
the rules and fellow competitors g iven
Ultimate at its birth. He points his
finger directly at the problem- growth!
New converts to the pleasure inherent
in Ultimate are spoiling the game. As a
relatively new Ultimate player who
spent years being indoctrinated in the
ways of standard American sports (get
away with what you can while the refs
aren't looking), I applaud what Kalb has
to say but see little practical value in
telling people, "Respect the spirit of the
game!" The count ry is full of fu ture
participants most of w hom w ill prefer
act ive play free from r eading the rules
and the guiding philosophy.
It's easy to under stand how gr owth
has caused th is philosophy to be
disregarded. The r ules define a fragile
balance, "encouraging highly competitive play but never at the expense of the
bond of mutual respect between players
or the basic joy of play." T he more people
play, t he more we fi nd high ly
competitive play blocking out the body's
san er se n ses . M ost of us h ave
experienced the distastefulness of a
game tur ned shouting match. Good
intentions are no match for the
psychology of competit ion.
I see in Kalb's ar ticle a fear that
refer ees m ight eventually be necessary
and that t he r esult would be a "win at all
costs" style of play. Self-officiat ing is
infinitely mor e appealing, but most selfofficials will need some assistance si nce
many haven't and won't r ead the rules,
and those who do often don't understand
how to m ake specific interpr et ations
from them . In t heir inspired wisdom,
the founder s of the game gave us t he
opt ion of having observers instead of
r e f e r ees. Ca ll t h e m o b se r vers,
consultants, r esource people-so long as
they'r e not called r efer ees we are free to
define their role accord ing to the needs
of the game.
Kalb has clearly stated some of the
needs of the game today. Observer s ar e
t her e to help the game, and if player s
need to be r eminded of the spirit of the
game, t hey should do it, pr eferably
while all contestants ar e still coherent.
Observers are actually there to make as
few calls as necessary, but they can do a
lot to help self-officiating. A responsible
obsserver knows the rules well and
(Continued on page 8)

ERIC SIMON:

An Observer's Observations
Realizing that most people (including me) have some very
definite opinions on t he r ole and/or use of referees and line
judges, I thought it would shed some light to recount my
experiences as an observer.
I was one of four line judges, along with Paul Brenner
(Cornell), Irv Kalb (Santa Barbara), and Ch ris Lockhard
(Michigan State), at t he championship final game between
Boston and Glassboro. Our role was to serve as a place of
appeal if the two players disputing a foul could not work it
out between themselves. Furthermore, we were lim ited to
making decisions on line calls and cathcing fouls, and to
serve as an arbiter to clarify the ground rules laid down at
the pre-tournament captains meeting.
Observations-Every catching foul called was appealed.
Since none was blatant or intentional, and they all involved
minimal contact, every such fou l was reversed (I think
there were three or four of them). In the excitement of a
champinoship game, getting a pass blocked along with
some contact prompted the player to call a foul-almost as a
reflex.
Although most of the catching fouls were called by
Boston, the two most controversial calls of the game were
made by 'Bora players. Early in the game, a 'Bora player
caught the frisbee and landed with both feet squarely on
the out-of-bounds line (and so part of both feet were out-ofbounds). He refused to look down at his feet, and the play
resulted in a goal two passes later. The defensive player
immediately appealed to me and Paul Brenner, and we
replied that we were there to resolve disputes, and that he
should try to work it out with the offending 'Bora player.
When the defensive player approached the 'Bora player, the
'Bora player screamed "Forget it! It's a goal! It was in!"
turned his back, and walked off the frield calling for a sub.
(At that point we interceded and called the play back.)
Interestingly enough, this same player pulled off a similar
move on a travel call in the finals of the Mid-Atlantic
Regionals against Jersey Jolt.
In that game, there were no line judges, but I happened to
be standing right next to the disputed play. The 'Bora
player caught a pass after a sprint, and momentum caused
him to take about three or four steps after he caught the
'bee. But while the Jersey Jolt player was asking him to
retrace · his steps, the 'Boro player, with no one guarding
him, threw a comp)eted pass into the endzone for a 'Bora
score. It was clearly a travel, and he should have retraced
his steps, but the lack of a line judge gave 'Bora a goal they
should not have gotten.
Okay, back to the finals in Atlanta. T he other
"controversial call" was a stall call. The offensive player
released the disc after the defensive player had reached
"15," but the offensive player insisted that he had released
the 'bee befor e the count had reached 15. That play had to
be appealed, also, and the result was a turnover to Boston,
as it should have been.
In defense of the mighty 'Boro, I must point out that I was
standing on the 'Bora sideline while making these calls, and
many of the 'Bora players and fans went out of their way to
compliment me for making the correct call. The point is,

these two players made 'Bora look bad, whi le the fact 'Bora
is generally a very cool and mellow team as far as fouls go.
Similarly, probably all of us can t hink of a few Ultimate
teams that we hate to play, but further thought reveals that
it's on ly afew bogus players that give their teams bad
reputations.
Let's gener a lize. J ust as afew players can make a team
unpleasant to play against, afew such teams can start to
degenerate the entire sport. The plain fact is (and it pains
me to no end to say this, but it is becomi ng obvious)-If th'e
current trend continues, we will soon need Referees. But
the current trend doesn't have to continue. It's time that we
take steps to keep these bad elements out of Ultimate. Team
captains must severely crack down on those players who
persist in call ing bogus fouls. Teams should "boycott" other
teams that insist denegrating the sport. The time is now
that we should call attention to this ugly element that
threatens to make Ultim_a te like other sports.
(Continued on page 13)

JEFF DURRA:

Observing the
Observers
ATLANTA, GEORGIA- Throughout the 1980 National Championships observers were used in all the round-robin games
and finals. Their responsibilities were simple, but crucial.
When an appeal from one of the players came to them , they
had to make decisions on line calls (out of bounds or in), goal
line calls (no goal or goal=two feet inside the goal line), and
receiving fouls. If a player called a foul while attempting to
catch the disc and the call was appealed to the observer, he
would determine the outcome.
Twice in the final game Boston players called receiving
fouls and twice they were overruled by the observer after
the Glassboro player had appealed. Ed Dissosway, spokesperson for the Aerodisc Club, felt that the observers played
a "key role" in the game and made calls on plays for which
they did not have the best angles. He felt their presence was
"a factor" but overall it was "good to have them."
That it was-at times the game would have been delayed
if not for the observers making an objective decision and
helping play progress, while minimizing any possible
conflicts between the players and allowing them to devote
total concentration on their play.
Personally, I have been opposed to the idea of referees in
Ultimate. I still am, but from my own experiences on the
field and from what I've witnessed, I see a necessity for
some mediation in games where the level of competition is
strong and emotional. Perhaps we can continue with the
observer method and develop it into a quick but sensitive
arbitrational organ: part of the functioning of the game, not
a whistle-blowing zebra-striped mechanism running up
and down the field trying to keep up with the play.
-Jeff Durra
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EAST COAST CAPTAINS' MEETING:

FRED BAES:

New Game Schedules

Juice, Fire & Hot Desire

The Connelly Center at Villanova University was the site of
the second annual East Coast Ultimate Captains Conference on Sunday, Feb. 15, 1981.
The conference was hosted once again by Jim Powers.
Thanks go to Jim and to Villanova's Ken Silverwood for
securing the room, microphones, equipment, etc., and for
handling registration. The five-hour meeting was conducted by Yogi Durra, the Northeastern Regional Coordinator,
and Dan Doyle, the Mid-Atlantic Regional Coordinator.
Attending the conference were 135 representatives of
approximately 50 men's teams and 14 women's teams.
First on the agenda was a discussion of tournaments and
dates for the 1981 spring season. The Easterns will be held
on May 2-3 at the SUNY-Purchase campus, about 40 miles
north of New York City. Derek Lent, who will coordinate
the Easterns, presented details on the tournament. Eight
teams from both the New England and and Mid-Atlantic
regions will qualify for the Easterns. Because the SUNY
campus has twelve fields available, and therefore could
conceivably permit 24 teams to participate, Derek ' has
spoken to the Midwest and South and invited them to send
representatives, based upon their Regional qualifying
tournaments. Although this strays from the Easterns
format of 1980, it brings back memories of past years when
the Easterns attracted teams from Ohio, Kentucky,
Michigan, and other not-so-distant places. The consensus
was that teams from these regions were more than
welcome, and their inclusion will make the 1981 Easterns
even tougher. At the same time, it will foster inter-regional
play that would otherwise never occur, outside of the
Nationals.
There was a lengthy discussion, fortunately non-violent,
on the format of qualifying tournaments preceding the
Easterns. Relevant to both regions, the two options
discussed were: (1) Sectional tournaments on April18-19
(Easter), followed by a Regional Tournament on April 2526. (2) Sectionals on Aprilll-12, and Regionals on April2526. The Mid-Atlantic Region discussed the merits of a third
option: Sectional tournamnets on April 25-26, and
eliminate the Regionals. The top three teams from the New
Jersey and Pennsylvania sections, and the top two from the
D.C.-Virginia-West Virginia-Delaware section would advance directly to the Easterns. The consensus was that the
Easterns should draw the top eight teams from each region.
This third format was a bit presumptuous because it
assumed that the top eight teams would be composed of
teams in this 3-3-2 Sectional distribution. For this reason,
this option was vetoed as a viable format.
The New England Region discussed as a third option:
Sectionals on April 18-19, with the top team from each of
the four sections advancing directly to the Easterns, and
numbers 2-5 advancing to the Regionals the following
weekend. After some discussion and a hand vote, it
appeared the only teams favoring this method were the
current number-one teams in each section. It was vetoed.
The final outcome of both regions is that there will be a
Regional Tournament (sites to be determined) on April 2526. Sectionals will be held in both regions at the

convenience of each section. A consensus seemed to indicate
that most, if not all, sections will hold Sectionals on April
18-19. In the Mid-Atlantic, four teams from each of the
three sections will advance to the Regional. In New
England, four teams from each of the four sections will
advance to the Regionals.
Eric Knudsen announced details of the annual April
Fools Fest. This traditional, very popular tournament,
known for its hospitality, will be held on April 3-5 at Bull
Run National Park in Manassas, Virginia (30 minutes
southwest of Washington, D.C.). Bull Run, complete with a
Disc Pole Folf Course and complete camping facilities, will
offer a different atmosphere from the Mall in D.C. Eric
wishes to point out that Bull Run "prohibits the use of drugs
or alcohol (but coffee is okay)."
Twelve teams are entered in the Fest, and an additional
four will be selected based upon a qualifying round to be
held on Friday, April 3. Play will begin at 9:00 sharp on
Friday and Saturday. With the possible exception of the
revamped Easterns, April Fools promises to be the
tournament of the spring season. The twelve teams entered
are Glassboro, Boston Aerodisc, Michigan State, Yellow
springs, Cornell, Knights of Nee, Univ. of Virginia,
Atlanta, WPI, Univ. of Michigan, Williams, and the host
team, Ultimate Air & Space. Among the teams competing
for the remaining four spots are: Jersey Jolt, Penn, Duke
and the Delaware Wind. Eric expects about 10-12 teams to
compete in the qualifying round.
There was some question as to how Eric selected the
initial twelve teams, but Eric quickly quieted the
inquisitive. The top three finishers from the 1980 Fest
(Glassboro, Nee, UVa) were automatically extended
invitations, as were the host team, UAS, and Williams
(because they have attended every Fest). The other seven
teams were selected on a first-come, first-serve basis. There
will also be a Women's division open to all interested
Women's teams.
For those teams traveling to the April Fools Fest, Jodie
Myers of Yale (203/432-1804) will also be conducting a
tournament on April 4-5.
Peter Holschuh of UMass (413/546-6688) will hold the
Amherst "Spring Fling" on March 21-22. This mammoth
tournament will be open to 24-36 teams.
The Ivy League Tourney will be held at Princeton on
March 28-29. Contact Joe Studholme (609/ 921-9841) for
details.
The third annual Rutgers Cup Invitational will be held in
News Brunswick on Aprilll, 12. Since the field is filled , do
not contact anyone regarding this tournament.
Besides all of these "formal" tourneys, on any given
weekend in March, April or May, there are informal
gatherings of four to eight teams at a number of locales in
New England and the Mid-Atlantic. Road trips have
changed. A typical 1975 Rutgers road trip was a Friday
night astroturf game at Penn State, a Saturday afternoon
game at Cornell, and a Sunday game in a snowy parking lot
(Cont'inued on page 13}
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I was there! Cold/windy/warm Atlanta, Georgia in late
November for the 1980 National Ultimate Finals! It was
more than just a tournament of the country's best Ultimate
teams. It was a confrontation of music, lifestyles and
philosophies, featuring the Glassboro tough kids, Boston's
new-wave punks, Michigan State's college kids, the AllAmerican Dallas boys, and Santa Barbara's West Coast
golden boys. And who put this cornucopia of Americana
together? Those same Atlantan tie-dyed freaks who had
proclaimed Ultimate as their own counter-culture sport.
They hosted, they worked the fields, timed the games, kept
score, and they watched. They put on the drama which
ended in a dramatic 12-11 Glassboro win over Boston
Aerodisc. But mostly, they watched as their beloved sport
fast grew out of their domain and became ruled by the
trends and ·lifestyles which, collectively, rule the country
today.
To be sure, the 1980 National Ultimate Finals was the
ultimate of Ultimate tournaments. The Glassboro Machine,
with its intense zone defense and perpetual-motion offense,
went 4-0 in Friday's and Saturday's round robin. Boston
Aerodisc, with perhaps the biggest and most physical team,
went 3-1, losing only to Glassboro. MSU had a respectable
2-2, losing to the top two. I was very impressed by the
Dallas team. Although winless, the Pallas team featured a
strong running offense and a tenacious defense. They
almost upset MSU on the big second half comeback, and .
they were the only team to consistently penetrate the
Glassboro zone defense. I was most disappointed by the
Condors team, who I expected to walk a foot off the ground.
They were murdered by Glassboro in the tournament's first
game. Perhaps it was a combination of time lag and the
nasty cold Friday weather. Whatever it was, they never
recovered and managed a 1-3 for the tournament.
Yet more than anything, the 1980 games was a turning
point in my mind on how I view the sport and a focal point
for where I see it headed. Now, I've not seen any of the
previous National Finals, but I am no stranger to frisbee
(God, I hate saying "frisbee disc'1 tournaments. I've
attended sectional, regional, and invitational tournaments,
and I've been to quite a few N AS and disc golf tournaments.
I should also qualify my views by saying that as an
Ultimate player I grew up with those same ex-hippie-freakvegetarian Atlantans who formed the Atlanta team which
preceeded today's "Doctors of Disc" and "Peaches." In those
early days Ultimate was truly our new-age sport, and
notions such as referees were as alien to us as having a ball
instead of a disc. But I see that things are changing. I
should have seen it before, but didn't. I do now.
I think that my realization of profound change in the
sport came to me at the Saturday night dinner for players
and friends on the eve of the final game between Glassboro
and Boston. As I sat there talking with other observers,
planning future games, and watching players line up for
their $5.00 worth of vegetables, a survey questionnaire was
handed to me. It asked all the usual questions asked of
Ultimate players... "Do you think that Ultimate will
eventually be an Olympic sport?" (Yes.) "Have you ever

competed in a tournament under the i.rtfluence of drugs?"
(Over, under, sideways, down, backwards, forwards,
square and round.) "Are you a vegetarian?" (More and more
as the price of meat goes up.) As I pondered these and other
less pertinent questions, I began to synthesize all that I had
witnessed during the previous two days ...

1

•.,

-

1-....-

Glassboro Tri-Captains accepting National Championship trophy .

... The Dallas player eating fried chicken right there on
the sideline ... Glasboro players and friends chanting like a
high school pep club, "We've got the juice, we've got the fire,
we've got the juice, we've got the fire, we've got the hot
desire! We'be got the juice..." and then, "See how they run,
see how they run/ They all run after the flying disc/ They
always catch it, they never miss/ Have you ever seen such a
team as this?/ See how they run; see how they run" ... The
Condors player after being put in..atrdtaken out before the
pull, admonishing his coach'about being embarrassed ...
The Boston team warming up to Devo and whipping it
good ... The Condors coach in Hollywood-mirrored shades
telling his players that "this is the pros."
It dawned on me that more than a sport trying to go
public, the public was fast coming into the sport. With all
these different players and supporters the old stereotypes
are a vanishing breed. There is no longer an average
Ultimate player. The long hair and bandana are practically
gone. The Ultimate player's music is as likely to be punk or
classical as rock, and he's as likely to be meatian as well as
vegetarian. His team may be as well organized or
publicized as the Condors or Glassboro or as unorganized
and as unknown as mine. He may spend his last dime on a
new 165, or he may be making a fortune hawking discs, Tshirts, and concessions on the sidelines. In short, his reasons
for playing Ultimate and his style of play are becoming as
diverse as the American public.
The bottom line here is that although the ideas of the
sport have not changed, the players are, and the spectators
will. As the prestige of a National Championship grows, as
the rules evolve and ar<! interpreted by an ever-growing
(Continued on page 14}
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SUZANNE FIELDS:

Do women have filir
representation?
I have been involv.ed in playing and organizing Ultimate
activities in the Northeast for the past three years. In that
time my feelings and attitudes regarding the sport have
evolved tremendously. In reading the August UPA Newsletter, I acquired a new perspective on the activities and
motivations of the UPA. I truly enjoyed the "rhetoric"
contained in that issue extolling the glories of the UP A as
an organization promoting the game of Ultimate and
supporting its players.
I have been actively prowoting· membership in the UP A
among Ultimate players In the Northeast since the organization's inception. Now, having gained a new perspective
on . the UP A, I am not so sure I want to support an
organization that does not support me as a player. Isn't the
UP A a "player's organization"? Isn't the support of players,
individually and collectively, a primary objective of the
UPA?
Women player s have been neither active nor vocal in
letting their concerns be known about the game, nor their
part in its development. Primary among our concerns is
just getting to play. The lack of support for women as
players is a very significant factor. Is it true that intramnr-

Women from Boulder, Chico, Eugene and Humboldt gather for fun
and games in Sacrament.

al teams in Santa Barbara requ ir e three women players
from each team on the fi eld at all times? Progressive for
Ultimate and indeed a rare situation. As exemplified by
Santa Barbara intramurals, the best way for women to
learn the game is to play the game with people who know
how to play. On-going efforts are needed to promote the
sport among women. We need to examine the Santa
Barbara example in giving women players some extra
consideration. The inclusion of women in demos before
large groups of Ultimate neophytes is another way of
promoting the sport and acknowledging the availability of
the sport for women athletes. I have been fortunate to have
played in some games that were viewed by large audiences.
It was gratifying for me, as a player, to participate in such
events. I think it is appealing to the spectators to see a
competitive team sport that can be played by men and
women. When an audience watches a demonstration game
comprised of mal e players only, that group comes away
from that "Ultimate exposure" with the notion that Ultimate is yet another sport for men only!
The various disciplines get their greatest exposure at the
World Frisbee Championships each August in the Rose
Bowl. In this "primo" opportunity for 1980, not one woman
played in t he Ul ti mate demonstration game. Not only was

this a missed opportunity for the promotion of our sport/or
all, but it appeared to be a conscious act of omission made
by individuals professing the desire to expand and promote
our sport.
Competitive sports have long been dom inated by men.
We in Ultimate have t he opportunity to change that tr end
for our sport. The main actor s in the UP A have been
inactive and silent in support of women players. If they
truly believe in Ultimate as "the sport of the future," a sport
that will grow through the UP A's efforts, then the UP A's
future must include the promotion of women as competitive
players in the overall development of the sport.
There are a number of preliminary steps that need to be
taken now to promote Ultimate among women. These
include:
o Naming a Women's Coordinator that has organized and
played on a women's Ultimate team;
o Locating women on existing teams and locating existing
women's teams to compile a mailing list; and
o Informing these individuals about the UP A, encouraging
membership, and writting contributions to the Newsletter.
Of importance to me is that women Ultimate players are
not segregated to play only on women's teams. All newcomers need to play with experienced players in order to
improve their skills, quality of play, and knowledge of the
game.
The UP A, t hrough t he Newsletter, has the potential to
fulfill t he needs of women players for organizational
support and communication. The voices of the UP A speak
of bringing mor e people to our sport in the '80s. With
reference to the promotion and encouragement of women as
competitive players, I hope it's not just rhetor ic. That
development may be slow in coming but, it will not occur
unless all Ultimate players encourage and support women
who want to learn and play the game.
This commentary was written to provoke responses fr om
reader s. I hope t hese words will promote some positive
actions to encourage and enable women to play Ultimate!
We need your support.
Suzanne Fields
Boston Aerodisc
Boston Ladies Ultimate (BLU)

- Dust'n DavidThe spirit runs deepThat's all that's left of a man who was an inspiration to all
who knew him.
Snatched from our grasp . . . just as he had snatched so, so
many discs ... When David went up- odds were he'd come
down with full hands.
When you felt like there was no strength, no breath, no
energy left to give, but still time left to play- there was
David: hands on hi s head, gathering his wind, waiting for
the pull.
Just being close was a source of strength, and faith, that I
for one have felt far too few places.
My life takes a bit of Dave with me, forever . I will never
be the same.
For those of us that competed side by side with him, and
those (heaven help them) who met him head on, the tragic
death of David Wall ace will never seem quite fair. So full of
life, so full of joy, so full of love .. . should be so gone.
David, we will "handle it, handle it." But you are loved,
and you shall be missed.

ULTIMATE PLAYERS ASSOCIATION

CHRISTOPHER SCHMIDT:

A new approach to
time vs. points
We have all been in this situation: It's a one goal game, less
than five seconds to play, and the trailing team heaves a Hail
Mary pass into the end zone. A huge crowd gathers, five guys
go up at the same time, and the cries of "foul!" can be heard
for miles around. The next ten minutes are taken up by
arguing over whether it was a foul or not, who got hit by
whom, how much time should be left, and where the disc
should be put into play. No matter what the outcome of the
game, there is bad blood between the teams and everyone
leaves with a bad taste in his mouth.
Do you all recognize that? And how about this situation.
The team that's head in a one-goal game has the disc with
less than a minute to play. They wait for the stall count to get
to ten and then throw a little dump pass. The disc moves ten
yards backwards in five easy passes as time runs out, and
again the losers leave upset by the busch league play of their
opponents.
Or this situation. A team goes up by two with 30 seconds to
play. Knowing it will take the other team at least ten seconds
to score, they offer only token resistance, get the ensuing
throw off, and without throwing a pass, wait for time to run
out.
There are many variations on the above situations, and
anyone who has played seriously for any length of time has
had a great a{t&noon of ·play fng tainted by them at least
once. When they happen in the playoffs, a team can see its
entire season go out the window on the basis of whether it
wins or loses on argument, not a game.
Everyone with whom I have spoken agrees that this is not
Ultimate, and yet it decides many of our most important
games. Any rule change which would help eliminate this
would be welcome, yet the simplest, most effective, and most
in keeping with the game has never- to my knowledgebeen put for ward.
Thus, I propose the Schmidt Rule. The game must end
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with a goal being scored. That's it. The instant the clock r uns
out, the next goal scored ends the game. The advantages are
obvious.
o There will be no more need for desperation bombs into the
goal at the end of a game.
o A player ,who is bumped slightly on such a play is no
longer forced to either call a foal or lose the game, since his
team still has the chance to force a turnover and come back
and tie.
o A team that's ahead by one cannot stall the game away, yet
a team up by more than that isn't forced to do anything. If
you're up by two with Jess than a minute to play, you
probably deserve to win anyway.
o The pressures of time are still felt, but the clock is never
more important than the play on the field .
o All the other unusual situations that come up at the end of
a game no longer will determine the outcome. The game
must end with a play on the first, not an argument on the
sidelines. Spirit of the game receives a tremendous boost
since players no longer Jose a game by adhering to it.
The disadvantages are few and'certainly overshadowed by
the disadvantages of the present system.
o A team up by two that gives up a goal with two seconds left
suddenly must play another goal, possibly go into overtime
and lose, after ending a full point ahead.
o A tie gamewhentime runs outbecomessuddendeath. The
team with the disc has ·a tremendous advantage, but a
turnover swings the game immediately the other way. The
team with the disc may stall until time runs out, but they still
have to score a goal to win, and they run the ri sk of turning it
over in the interim.
Some may consider these as disadvantages, but I don't.
The rule simply forces both teams in a close game to play
Ultimate until it's over, and not to stall or heave it and pray.
The team that's ahead must win it, and the team that's
behind has a chance to come back. No one loses a game (or a
season in the playoffs) directly because of an argument or a
clock, yet a game whi ch isn't that close isn't affected.
Besides, it's so much nicer to end a game a with a goal than
with "Two, one, zero, that's it! That pass doesn't count!"
"What do you mean, doesn't count?!? He let go of it when you
wer e on one." "No way! I saw the clock run out and he still
had t he disc." "Then you were counting too slow because .. . "
An afterthought-This rule change is the only one I'm
putting forward here, and I t hink it should be passed as is
before considering more exotic rule changes in the same
vein. However, here are some interesting variations.
How about each half must end with a goal? The
arguments at the end of a half are never as violent as those
at the end of a game, but it would be nice to be rid of those
too.
How about a team must win by two? This isn't one of my
favorites, but it is worth thinking about.
Or how about my personal favorite, the winning team
must score the last goal. That would add a new dimension to
Yogi Berra's classic phrase, "It ain't over until it's over."
The stall would be eliminated completely, and things would
get awfully exciting when a team down by six when time
runs out comes back with five straight goals and moves in
towards their sixth and a t ie. The clock would then play the
very minor role of limiting the length of a game bu t having
nothing directly to do with its conclusion, whi ch is as it
should be.
-Christopher Schmidt
Columbia Ultimate
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Upcoming Tourneys
Ultimate Solstice Celebration
Hosted by Eugene Dark Star, June 2021. Lane Community College, Eugene,
OR. Contact: Henry Callahan (445 W.
19th St., Eugene, OR. 503/ 686-8616) or
Tim Maloney (503/ 481-9161)
Eugene Mud Bowl Women's
Tourney
Hosted by the Olympic Windjammer
Ladies, first week in March. Eugene
Mud Bowl. Contact: Jill McGrath (8031
Meridian Ave. No., Seattle, WA 98103.
206/525-7527) or Lisa Da~y (206/ 5223378). P lease inform us as to whether
your team can attend, and th e
approximate number of players. We are
fi elding info and will get back to those
who can come with more precise
information.
Stanford Invitational Ultimate
Frisbee Tour nament
Hosted by Stanford Ultimate, May 9-10.
Stanford Univ., Palo Alto, CA. Contact:

Women 's
Teams
Needed

Mike Biggar (Grande) (P.O. Box 6201,
Stanford, CA 94305. 415/328-7159).
Events include: Ultimate and Golf.
Entry fees: Ultimate, $50/team; Golf,
TBA, prize money. (All fees to be used
for pr ize money for 1st and 2nd place
teams.) We hope to field 16 teams for the
Ultimate. More info at a later date.
Second Annual Spring Fling
Hosted by Dallas Sky Pilots, May 1-3.
Southern Methodist Univ. (SMU),
Dallas, TX. Contact: Patrick Bieker or
Tim Wright (2921 Dyer, Dallas, TX
75205. 214/ 987-4498), or Dee Rambeau
(2727 Daniel, 214/696-0832). Cash
purse: $800/ 1st, $300/2nd, $100/ 3rd.
Invitations have been sent to all top
Ultimate teams; accepting fir st 12, with
po ss ibili ~y of ex pandin g to 16 ,
depending on response. Entry fee:
$100/ team, 15-man roster limit(to cover
prize money, awards & finan cing the
party).

Any women in terested in Women's
Ultim ate can get infor mation r egarding
teams in their area by contacting
Andrea Cu mmis. Women's Ul timate
Coordinator. If yo u currently have a
team. please co ntact Andrea. She is
establishing a list of all women's teams.

Wom en playing hig h-qua lity pick-up game at th e Western s.

April Fools in Washington!
Pl a ns for a n a maz ing ly st ron g
tournament ar e nearly complete. The
4th Annual April Fools Fest in
Washington D.C. is to take place April
3-5, and may well have the strongest
field in any Ultimate event in years.
Cast includes: all four semi-finali sts
from last year's Mid-Atlantic Regionals
(World Champs Glassboro, J ersey Jolt,
Knights of Nee, UV a); three of the final
four from New England (Boston
Aerodiscs, Wocester P.I. [Whoopie]); the
two finalists from the Central Region
(Mich. State and Yellow springs); as
well as other top-notch teams (the host
team, Ultimate Air & Space, Duke,
Atlanta, Boston College, U niv. of
Michigan .. . ). Twelve of the 16 teams
will begin competition on Sat., April 4.
The other four spots will be decided by a
prelim round , April3. Additionally, it is
hoped that the cast will include the
largest group of women's Ultimate
teams ever assembled. 'Boro, Boston
Ladies Ultimate (BLU), Michigan
State , Cornell , UVa , Buckn ell,
Washington D.C. and Kutztown State
have all indicated interest. Contact Eric
Knudsen (703/ 243-8128) immediately.
Womens teams should contact Eric
Simon (703/ 534-5456).

Andrea Cummis
3521 Middl efi eld Rd.
Menlo Park. CA 94025
(415) 363-1297
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New Federation Formed
The World Flying Disc Federation
(WFDF), an organization linking all the
individual player-run associations, was
fo , Georgia, over Thanksgiving
weekend. About 40 of t he top U.S. flying
disc tournament and activity organizers
met in extensive sessions in the
appropriately named Friends Cafe and
in the Georgia Tech student center to
create this new body of, by, and for the
players.
The stated purpose of WFDF is to
advance physical and mental fitness
through flying di s c s ports and
recreation. What this means for you
personally is accelerated growth for all
the individual player 's associations,
greater media awareness of disc
activities, further education of the
public at all levels on the value of our
games, better scheduling coordination
of disc events, and a better position in
which to gain corporat e and
governmental support.

If you are a member of any player-run
association, that is if you are in the
U ltimate Players Association, Guts
Players Association, U.S. Disc Players
Go lf Ass oc iation , DDC Player s
A ss ociation , Free s tyle P layer s
Association, Riders of the Wind (Field
Events), or FLOW, you are automatically a member of WFDF. The board of
directors consists of a representative of
each of these players' associations plus
members pursuing specific tasks (e.g.,
public relation s, merchandi s ing ,
tournament scheduling, education,
international liaison, and ombudsman).
These director s, chos en by th e
participants at the Atlanta meeting,
hold their positions on a temporary
basis-until an equitable voting
procedure, as to be determined by the
forthcoming bylaws, can be established.
Jim Powers of the PFC is the
Ombudsman. For those unfamiliar with
this Swedish term, an ombudsman is a

1980 UPA Budget

Letters, cont'd.
ke eps up w ith th e ir un w ritt e n
interpretations. Most Amer icans have
exper ience with games which req ui re
them to police t hemselves, but as the
level of competitiveness incr eases,
- nearly all of our sports require referees.
I assume we want to see more
partici pation in Ultimate. Can we make
t he t ransition to a higher level of
competition without also goi ng to
stand ard officiati ng? I think we can if
we have respons ible people in the r ight
places. Team leaders need to be
acquainted with rules and philosophy
for the benefit of ill iterate or stubborn
team members.
The main position of responsibility is
that of t he observer. Since they can be of
value to the game, I would like to see
training start (if it has not been done
already) at this level in earnest.
-Gifford Graha m
P ella, Iowa

The figures shown represent a
financial summary of UPA activ ities.
The period covered began before the
UPA officially was in existence.
(September 28. 1979 - Feb r uary 28.
1981.)
On September 28. 1979 we began a
system of accounting which accounts for
every penny spent. .Prior to that time
on ly loose records were kept. but money
accrued from disc sales before Sept. 28.
1979 provided us with a substantial
balance in our account to begin with.
Simply stated what we have as of
March 1. 1981 is:
$112 do ll ars in the bank.
$2.206 UPA discs in inventory.
$5.325 owed us on UPA discs.
We owe $1.681 on accounts.

During that time per iod (Sept. 79Feb. 81) we spent $6.228 on operating
expenses.
The newsletters cost $6.494 for the
same period. Included in that amount is
the on ly salaries paid by the UP A. They
were:
Regional Editors (5) $20 per issue.
Editor (1) $150 per issue.
The tota l amount paid in editors' fees
was $1.480.
The Wham-0- Mfg. Co. has
contributed $8.400 credit on UPA disc
purchases for 1981.
A detailed income statement is
available upon request. Write:
UPA
Budget Request
P.O. Box 4844
S.B.. CA 93103
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person to whom cit izens may turn with
grievances not bei ng handled through
nor mal channels. For example, if a disc
player feels there is a problem which his
or her players' assocation is not dealing
with properly, Powers is the one to talk
with.
WFDF will be seeking non-profit
status, which means that contributions
to it will be tax-deductible. WFDF will
gladly accept financial or other help
from the various disc manufacturers,
but will remain autonomous in its
workings. Likewise, all player-run
associations will also retain t heir
autonomy as members of WFDF.
To raise initial funds to offset start-up
cost s, particu larly mailing costs,
WFDF will hold a disc auction. If you
are willing to donate a disc or two, you
should send it to Ron Kaufman (2730 Eel
P lace, Davis, CA 95616). Once Ron has
compiled a Jist, bids will be made with
all fund s going to WFDF. This auction
idea was very successful at the WFC for
raising funds for the Hunger Project.
Welcome to the fed eration. As we
share our love ofthe disc with other s and
among ourselves, we can't help but
make the world a better place for all of
us.

MEMBERSHIP
The pr ice for member~hip is go ing up
to $7.00. This amoun t refl ects the actual
cost we pay to produ ce team and
ind ividual newsletters.
The newslette r at thi s time is mailed
to eac h known team . anyw here on ear th.
that plays Ultimate. Th is service is
prov ided at no cost to the team. The
newsletter cost (see UPA 1980 budget)
has significantly risen with the addition
of photographs.
After April 1st. the new rate of $7.00
for annual membership will be in effect.

Letters, cont 'd.
To the Editor:
I would li ke to correct one item that
was in Yogi Durra's article on the first
Intercollegiate Ultimate Championships held at Yale in 1975. Webb
Institute played in that tournament, not
Clark University. Don't feel bad , Yogi.
Dr. Stancil Johnson made the same
mistake in his book on frisbee.
- David St. Ama nd
Knights of Nee

March 1981
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DAVID ST. A M AND:

The 60-sec. clock
The recent debate over play ing games to a set point total or
time limit has overlooked an aspect that could increase the
excitementand fan interest in oursport, combining time
and points. No, not a 24-minute stop-time whoever scores
the most goals :nins game, but a game to a set total of points
with a time limit for possession (like the 24-second shotclock in basketball). Say we play agame to 21, win by two,
with a turnover called if the offensive team has not released
a poass that is completed in the end zone within one minute.
Of course, as in basketball, the clock would restart with any
fouls but stay the same at a timeout.
There would be numerous advantages to this play. It
would reward good defense. We could eliminate the stalling
rule, incrase the excitement of the game by eliminating the
five-footpass-wait 20 seconds to set up- throw another
five-foot pass-type game. Perhaps even cut back on the
number of fouls against the thrower because of the threat of
restarting the clock with the foul (a good timekeeper would
keep the clock running in case the pass is complete- only
restarting it at the stoppage of play.

We are in need of a new UPA logo. Our
current logo, featuring the un-United
States, does not do justice to our
membership which has grown to
include active members in seven
countries.
The UPA logo will be used in a variety
of ways. Design quality must be able to
withstand reduction and enlargement
ranging from one-half inch .to several
feet. Intended uses for the logo are
newsletters, disc design, letterhead,
posters. billboards, etc.

This ru le change shouldn't really affect t he flow of
U ltimate that much because currently the average time of
possession is a little over 20 seconds (assuming 40 goals
scored in a 48-minute game with about 30 percent of
possessions resulting in goals-the average time of possession in the seemingly slow offense final between the 'Boro
and Boston was 45 seconds-figure it out, 'Boro scored 12
and had 20 turnovers for 32 possessions, and Boston
probably had the same- depending on who had it last in
each half-for 64 possessions in 48 minutes of play).
Furthermore, it would eliminate the potential of some
unscrupulous team using the JC dilema, which states that if
you are winning in the second half and your opponent turns
over the disc and it stays on the playing field ·(thus time
keeps running), no one on your team should touch the disc
because you can wait for time to run out then celebrate your
victory (how can your opponents call stall if no one has
possession of the disc?).It would also eliminate the shortpass,-eat-up-the-clock-type stalls that occur when one team
gains a second-half lead in a tough game.
The biggest problem would be workability, but remember, we would still only need one timekeeper (hopefully
with strong and active vocal chords). Let's give it a try.
-David St. Amand
Knights of Nee

All entries should be submitted (preferably in , black-and-whi te) as 8x10
prints. Please do not send .pegatives or
contact sheets. There are no restrictions regarding either matte or glass
finish .
All winning photos become the possession of the Ultimate Players Association. The UP A will not return photos
unless they are accompanied by a selfaddressed, stamped enveloped. Credit
will be given to photographers in all use
of photographs.

Please send ent ries to UP A Photo
Contest, P.O. Box 4844, Santa Barbara,
CA 93103. (Please indicate on the outside of the mailing enveloped: "Photos,
Do Not Bend .")

---'-----

* * *

The UP A is growing- from point-zero
a year and a half ago, we now have over
700 individual members and close to
500 teams involved.
Beginning April1, membership costs
will be raised to $7.50. All individuals

top c lown ing around!
The wi nner of this contest will receive
$100 plus 25 UPA discs. Artwork must '
be submitted in camer a- ready fo rm (no
roughs) by April 15. All artwor k
becomes the property of the Ultimate
P layers Association. Send subm issions
to UPA Logo Contest, P.O. Box 4844,
Santa Barbara, CA 93103.

* * *

In an attempt to expose you to the best
in Ultimate photography, the UPA is
holding a photo contest. First prizewinner will receive $50 and 25 UPA
165s; second-prize. $25 and 20 UPA
165s; third-place $20 and 10 UPA 165s.
Honorable mentions will receive threeyear UPA memberships. Deadline for
submissions is June 1. Results will
appear in the July 1981 newsletter.

Rick Piras of Berkeley Flying
finals at the Westerns .

joining will receive a new UPA min i, a
spiffo new membership card, and the
UPA Newsletter. Membershi p also
includes voti ng rights on all issues.
Members will also receive a considerable discount on all produ cts distributed by the UP A.
We are a player-run organization and
your contribution will assist not only
the sport of Ultimate, but also the only
sports organization that is tru ly playeroriented.
Make your checks payable to the
Ultimate Players Association and send
them to P.O. Box 4844, Santa Barbara,
~l:~illllll' CA 93103. Please make sure that your
name and address are printed clearly
Circus in semiso that all your goodies will arrive safely at the right place.
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LARRY LEVEILLE:

The Numbers Game
When the tournament is over, how can you measure the
performance of the team? The game scores and win-loss
record provide an overall judgement of the team's prowess
against that set of opponents. What is it, however, about the
team's play that brings the victories and the losses? What
specific aspects of the team's play need work?
To help answer those questions for the Santa Barbara
Condors at the 1980 Western Regionals, in Santa Cruz, I
agreed to assist Condor Field Coach Chris Taylor in
gathering data. We wanted to compile statistics to measure
various aspects of play for each individual and for the
entire team.
Chris had an idea involving the use of one of the new
micro-cassette recorders. The unit, small enough to hold
easily in one hand, was powered by batteries and could be
controlled by one finger when recording. The plan was to
obtain a play-by-play record during the game, then replay
the tape later to generate statistics. The obvious advantage
of the idea was the elimination of the burden of writing
while trying to observe the game. Anyone who has ever
tried to take statistics on a clipboard while watching the
game can remember moving their head up and own like a
sewing machine needle.
Chris had already been using the unit to help him analyze
the team's performance during practice. However , it would
have been impractical, if not impossible, to act as coach in
the tournament and collect statistics too. My job was to be
the sportscaster for the tape.
We wanted to r ecord all the information necessary to
generate statistics, so I tried to get as much information as
possible onto the tape. Some of the information proved to be
superfluous for generating the stati stics, but it was helpful
in following the game from the recording, and in analyzing
the play of the team by listening to the tape. When the team
was on offense, for each pass I noted the thrower, receiver,
distance covered, and position of the disc on fhe field. If the
action got a little too fast to record all this, I gave only the
thrower and receiver for a series of passes and added the
disc position when I could. When the action slowed, I added
my impressions of players playing exceptionally hard, or of
anyone sloughing off.
To describe the position of the disc on the field , I recorded
the upfield and crossfield positions. Going upfield, the disc
would be a number of yards in front of the receiving goal,
short of midfield, past midfield, or short of the goal line.
Across the field, the positions were recorded as right or left
side and right or left middle. Thus any position on the field
could be identified in a few words, such as "ten yards past
midfield on the right side," or "seven yards out of the goal,
on the left center."
Finally, I added defensive narration. When the Condors
were on defense, I called the opponents' passes by which
Condor was defending the thrower and receiver. I still
recorded the length of each pass and the disc position, if
possible. If time permitted, I narrated some of the action
away from the disc, which is one of the major keys to a manto-man defense.
Following the tournament, I needed to analyze the
information I had recorded and generate meaningful
statistics. I developed a two-stage process to get the
statistics from the recordings. First, with a pad and pen in

front of me, 1 played the tapes and transcribed the games.
Then, with the game described on paper, I used the
transcriptions to generate the actual statistics.
Below is a sequence from the transcription of the CondorDark Star game at the Westerns. Included are a drop, goals
by both teams, and a block.
Transcription
TK-JS-CM-TL (D)
1111 (G)
TK-BM-SF-TK-JS (G)
111111 111111 11 (G)
JS-CC-TK-BM-JS-TL-JO (G)
11 (KH)
KH11
TK-CC .(G)

Remarks
Drop by TL
Dark Star goal, 4 passes
Condor goal
12 passes, goal
Condor goal
2 passes, block by KH
turnover by KH
2 passes-turnover
Condor goal

For the opponent's possessions, I marked each pass as it
was given on the tape. This allowed me to calculate passingrelated statistics for each opponent.
For the Condor possessions, the last set of initials given on
the line identified the player who either threw the turnover
pass, caught a goal (G added to line), or dropped the last
throw (D added to line). A Condor defender's initials were
added to th e line for an opponent's possessions only if a
clean block or interception were made.
Organizing the information in th is way enabled me to
easily tabulate statistics. I counted each player 's complete
and incomplete passes, goals thrown, goals caught, drops
and takeaways (blocks and interceptions). Using those
numbers, I cal culated individual throwing per centages and
team statistics. The total team statistics for the Condors at
the 1980 Westerns, including three 15-point gam es, one 17point game, and the 21-point final , are given below:
1980 Western Regionals
Goals
Possessions
Turnovers
Passes
Takeaways
Team Passing
Goals/ Possession
Passes/Possession
Passes/Goals
Takeaways/Opp. Turnovers

Condors
83
157
74
696
51
89.4%
52.9%
3.96
7.49
44.7%

Opp.
40
154
114
725
84.3%
26.0%
3.97
15.28

The standard measure of the team's offensive effectiveness is the team passing percentage. Passing percentage
does provide a good measure of an individual player's
effectiveness, but for the team as a whole, it does not tell a
complete story. In the above statistics, there is little
difference between_the passing percentages of the Condors
and their opponents, despite the great disparity in goals
scored. In any game, a team can have at most two disc
possessions more than its opponent. Thus, unless a game is
extremely one-sided, both teams will have about the same
number of incomplete passes. Therefore, the team passing
percentage will be closely related to the offensive style of
(Continued on page 15)
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The proposed By-Law changes presented by Torry Hack are the fir st to be presented· to the members via the
newsletter. It is important for you, the voting individual member, to carefully read and understand exactly what i:s
being proposed and to vote.
ARTICLE IV currently reads:
"(D) The Regional Coordinator shall then transmit the
amendment, without change, to the National Director who,
without change, places the amendment in the next UP A
Newsletter for ratification."
"(E) The amendment shall appear in the next Newsletter
containing written arguments both for and against the
amendment. The National Director shall be responsible for
obtaining a written argument against the amendment."
"(F) The amendment will also contain the time and date,
chosen by the National Director, when the ballots must be
returned to him/her. This will not be less than three (3)
months from the amendment's publication date"

ARTICLE-TV with proposed changes:
"(D) The Regional Coordinator shall then transmit the
proposed amendment. without change, to the National
Director, who, without change, places the proposed amendment in the next UPA Newsletter."
"(E) The National Director shall be responsible for publishing representative replies both for and against the proposed
amendment in following newsletter(s)."
"(F) The December issue of the UPA Newsletter shall
contain a ballot with all proposed amendments published
from the last ballot to the preceding issue. The National
Director shall choose a time and date when the ballots must
be returned to him/her. This will not be less than three (3)
months from the December issue's publication date."

ARTICLE VIII cu rrently reads:
"(B) The Regional Corodinator shall then transmit the
suggestion, without change, to the National Director who,
without change, places the suggestion in the next UP A
Newsletter for a referendum."
"(C) The referendum shall appear in the UPA Newsletter
containing written arguments both for and against the
change of the rules."
"(E) The National Director, or the special consultant shall
be responsible for obtaining a written argument against
each rules change suggestion."
"(F) The Referendum shall also contain the time and date,
chosen by the National Director, when the ballots must be
returned to him/ her. This will not be less than one (1)
month from the referendum's publication date."

ARTICLE VIII with proposed changes:
"(B) The Regional Coordinator shall then transmit the
suggestion, without change to the National Director, who,
without change, publishes the suggestion in the next UP A
Newsletter."
[ELIMINATE]
"(E) The National Director, or the special consultant shall
be responsible for publishing representative replies both
for and against each suggestion in the following UPA
N ewsletter(s)."
"(F) The December UPA Newsletter shall contain a ballot
with all suggested rule changes published from the last
ballot to the preceding issue. The National Director shall
choose a time and date when the ballots must be returned.
This will not be less than one (1) month from the ballot's
publication date."

Rules Change Proposal
Pro/Torry Hack
The proposal is directed toward two articles of the By-Laws
of the Ultimate Players Association (UP A Newsletter,
August 1980).
These are "Method of Amending UPA By-Laws" (Art.
VI) and "Method for Changing the Rules of Ultimate" (Art.
VIII).
It warrants careful reading, as I find most newsletter
articles do, because there are some subtle points that clarify
the basic reasons for the entire proposal.
Overall, the proposal allows the UP A to be a better public
forum for all its members and a more efficient vehicle for
needed change.
The proposed changes for both articles are similar and
basically twofold:
1. After a proposed change (By-Law or Rule) is published
in the newsletter, there should be an opportunity for any
UPA member who has an interest in expressing him/herself in the newsletter before a vote is made on the issue. This
is an important point since the UPA, without feedback and
exchange of opinions in the newsletter, cannot be the public
forum for all members that it is intended to be.
As it stands now. theN ational Director is responsible for

obtaining all responses to proposals, which are then
published at the same time as the proposal itself. Clearly,
this does not allow all members an opportunity to express
their opinion before a vote. Without this change, members
will forever be subject to only the ideas of those who develop
and submit proposals along with the opinions of a small
group directly inveolved with the National Director. This is
not a public forum and does not provide for a broad
exchange of ideas.
2. All proposals (By-Law or Rule) are accompanied by an
individual ballot, which is returned immediately and,
although it is only implied, if successful, it is effective
immediately. This is a serious mistake. We have enough
problems agreeing with each other as to what the rules are
now (7th Ed. IF A), and they have not changed in almost
three years. The potential exists for even more problems
when we change the rules every two months.
A more sensible means of voting would be to have a ballot
once a year with all the year's proposals. We can then vote
on all of the current issues at one time. An important
advantage of this is that we can view the porposed changes
in relation to each other. This will enable us to make better
decisions.
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I'd do my part. From now on, when I write for the UPA
Newsletter, I'm going to name names. No more will I write
(as I did in the November issue covering the Mid-Atlantic
Regionals) that the game between King of Prussie and The
Wind was marred by bogus calls. Next time I'll write which
team it was that called those fouls. And that 'Boro player
ought to mend his ways. Any more of those types of
shenanigans and his name will be in black and white for
everyone to see.
I'm sorry. Do I sound harsh? Vindictive? Probably. But I
love Ultimate. I love what it stands for. I've been playing it
for over seven years now and I'll be damned if I stand idly
by while some brat or some newcomers to the game come
around and fuck it up.
People have been clamoring that Ultimate will succumb
to the pressures of "win at all costs" and will need referees
since before most of us have ever heard of Ultimate. But
enough of us idealists, when learning the game, learn the
honor and "spirit" inherant in it, and have been able to keep
the sport relatively dispute-free and referee-free. Ultimate,
though, is now growing at a faster rate than ever before,
and the outside pressures are getting stronger than ever
before, and the cynics will be stnading by ready to tell us to
stop dreaming and get referees because it is the nature of
sport and of mankind. We must redouble our efforts to keep
Ultimate on a different level than other sports. We must be
ever-vigilant in our quest. We must help prove to those
cynics and disbelievers that Ultimate can be different.
Because it is different.
Eric Simon
Ultimate Air & Space
Washington D.C.

against "church-clothes-clad" Rochester Institute of Technology players. A 1981 road trip entails traveling 2-4 hours
to play 3-6 games at one location. It's not unusual for a team
to play 30 games over the course of six to eight weeks.
Acknowledgement went to Columbia, Penn, RutgersClouds, Jersey Jolt, Webb, Disc Devils, and Summit for
their efforts in the October Ultimate Marathon in New
Brunswick. These seven teams raised over $3,500 for the
New Jersey Easter Seal Society.
During the 45-minute mid-afternoon break, team
captains chaotically chased each other down in an attempt
to fill every weekend with as many games as possible. The
action resembled mid-day at the New York Stock
Exchange. As frenetic as it appeared, it got the job done.
The third Philadelphia Collectors Convention took place
throughout the entire conference session. Veteran collectors like Jim Palmeri and Daryl Elliott offered a wide
assortment of discs. Violet HDX's seemed to be a hot item.
The women's teams got together for a meeting during the
break. Teams represented were ZULU (UMass), Boston,
SUNY-Purchase, Columbia, Glassboro, Bucknell, Villanova, Trinity, Cornell, Philadelphia, Penn State, UVa,
D.C., and Kutztown. The women's teams are more than
welcome at the majority of men's tournaments, including
April Fools, Spring Fling, and the Ivy League tourneys.
Derek Lent has also invited any and all womens teams to
compete at the Easterns. Louie Mahoney of Boston Ladies
Ultimate has taken the responsibility of compiling a list of
womens teams. If you want to be included on this list, or
know of teams in your area that should be on it, contact
Louie as soon as possible (18 Fawn Circle, Trumbull, CT
06611, 203/ 698-8097). The women would like to acknowledge all of the support that they have received from the
men.
After break, the main topic on the agenda was to be a
discussion of possible rule changes. Before this, the floor
was open to anyone who had an announcement, statement,
insight, etc. Eric Simon, the new D.C.-Virginia-West
Virginia-Delaware Sectional Coordinator, made a statement on the "Spirit of the Game." His basic philosophy was
that observers and referees can play an integral role, but
we can and will eliminate the need for such "third-party
intervention" if all Ultimate players make a concerted
effort to avoid making bogus calls. A hearty round of
applause followed Eric's remarks. Amen. Derek Lent's
thoughts on professionalism were also well-received.
Dan Doyle aired his feelings regarding the habitual
tardiness of Frisbeings in general. Very rarely have games,
meetings, tournaments ,etc., started at the agreed upon
time. In most cases, it's not the fault of the organizers, but
rather, due to the irresponsibility of a small minority.
Sometimes, informality is okay and healthy. But there are
times when we are trying to legitimize our sport in the eyes
of the public, and it's crucial to keep our' agreements with
regard to starting times. Let's eliminate the standard joke.
"Do you mean Frisbee time or real time?"
Stick (Boston Aerodisc) presented a summation of the
captains meeting at the Nationals. It was valuable to hear
about the process that took place, and it should serve as a
guide for similar captains meetings in the future.
There was a discussion of the By-Laws as they appeared

Proposal, cont'd.
Con/Tom Kennedy
Torry Hack's proposal hits at the very essentials of rules in
the UPA By-Laws-specifically the method of changing
those rules. As National Director it is my responsibility [see
Article IV, Section B] to see that both pro and con
arguments are published with the proposal.
Torry's proposal asks that proposed changes be submitted and published in the newsletter throughout the year,
with a single election in December. There is no guarantee
that an opposing position would appear with the initial
publishing of the proposal, but there would be in-favor
argumel')ts. As presently written, the By-Laws guarantee
that both pro and con arguments would appear in the same
issue, so that all can· read both sides at the same time; not
read the proposal and pro-argument in June, only to find an
opposing opinion in October. Torry's proposal creates an
automatic bias towards the pro-argument as it would be the
first opinion read and digested, along with the proposal.
I have no argument with Torry's timetable. But the
membership is best served if it is guaranteed that both pro
and con arguments initially appear together.
One further point might be made concerning the timetable, however, and that is: what happens to proposals
submitted in September, October or November? Must they
wait until the following December for a decision by the
membership?

(Continued on page 14)
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in the August 1980 issue of the UPA Newsletter. The
consensus was that there had been changes in the By-Laws
that had been accepted, but that they were printed in this
issue in their unchanged manner. Yogi Durra accepted the
responsibility of seeing that the By-Laws were reprinted
correctly as soon .as possible. There was also a request that a
financial statement of the UP A be presented.
Paul Brenner, who was appointed by UPA Director Tom
Kennedy to be the Election Coordinator for Regional
Coordinator elections, addressed the assembled Ulti-mates
on the election process and results. Incumbent Regional
Coordinators were automatically eligible and their names
were placed on the ballot. Since there were no new
nominations for any of the five regions, the incumbents
remain in office until the next election in late 1982.
Rule changes. Finally. There was discussion in many
areas of the rules, but it was considerably calmer than last
year. Discussion was kept to a minimum because the UPA
Newsletter has essentially exhausted any new arguments
by publishing articles on a variety of controversial issues.
Time versus Points, Referees, Fouls, etc., have been dealth
with in length in past newsletters.
Ken Gary of Columbia made the following proposal re
Time vs. Popints: "The game is timed. When time expires at
the end of either half, play does not end until a goal is
scored." There was a lot of discussion on this proposal. The
rationale behind Ken's suggestion is that in the event of a
tied or one-point game, as time winds down on the clock and
a team goes into a slow-down or stalling offense, that team
must score even if time runs out. This eliminates the
strategy of just holding the disc until the end to insure a
victory or overtime. Look for this proposal to be presented
to the UPA Membership to be voted upon in the near
future.
Written proposals were also submitted re stalling,
overtime and neutral zones surroundi ng the sidelines.
When these gather 25 signatures, they will appear in a
future UPA newsletter.
Houston Miller (UVa) proposed the only rule change that
garnered 25 signatures. This proposed rule change will
amplify the rule re the wearing of cleats with sharp spikes.
As presently stated under "Equipment" in the official rules,
sharp spi kes are not permissable. The intent of this rule
change is to eliminate metal cleats of any kind, since under
the present guidelines metal cleats that are not sharp are
technically permissable. It's subtle, but important.
That essentially covers the content of the 1981 East Coast
Ultimate Captains Conference. After the meeting, everyone
transplanted to an adjacent building to view a video tape of
the 1980 World Ultimate Championship game between
Glassboro and Boston Aerodisc.
Good season to all. The following are important contacts
for information or details:
Northeastern- Yogi Durra, 35 Grant, White Plains, NY
10604, 914/967-7359
Mid-Atlantic- Dan Doyle, P.O. Box 155, 32 Ford Ave.,
Milltown, NJ 08850, 201/247-8353.
Easterns- Derek Lent, SUNY-Purchase, Athletic Offices,
Anderson Hill Rd. , Purchase, NY 10577, 914/253-5026.
April Fools Fest- Eric Knudsen, 5221 N. 11th Rd.,
Arlington, VA 22205. 703/790-5736.

player population, and as the press, news media and
television expand their coverage of Ultimate play, an effort
must be made to "professionalize" Ultimate. Part of this
professionalization is the quick resolution of contested foul
calls and communication to the spectator of the where,
when, how, and why of the call.
My case-in-point is the final game between Glassboro and
Boston. Picture if you will a tough, hard-fought physical
defensive battle between two evenly matched teams. What
else? Foul-Call City! Luckily, the four neutral observers
along the sidelines (for calling out-of-bounds and goals)
were depended upon heavily to decide the contested fouls .
Most of us experienced players along the sideline were able
to guess the nature of the call and voice an opinion on
whether a foul had occurred or not. However, when
Glassboro was spared an overtime period on a dropped
Boston disc at the last second, most of the bewildered
Georgia public must have left the scene wondering about
this new sport.
To my mind there was far too much incontinuity of play
and far too much argument over contested fouls in the last
game for the public to really enjoy the flavor of the game.
What this game needs is a force to quickly settle argument
over contested fouls, perpetuate play, and communicate
technical points to the sideline spectator. What this sport
needs is referees-referees with whistles! Now hold on all
you "Keep Ultimate Pure" aficionados. Before you start
throwing razor edged discs at me, hear me out.
Referees are needed in big games not to call fouls (that's
the player's responsibility), but to quickly resolve contested
calls. Furthermore, give the ref a whistle and he becomes a
field general. A loud whistle immediately tells the
downfield players (who probably didn't hear the actual foul
call), "Stop play, we've got a problem." Nothing is more
confusing to onlookers than to see action slowly disintegrate
as downfield players slowly become aware of an upfield
foul. Should an offensive player call a foul but complete his
pass, the referee simply yells "Play disc" or some other
catchy phrase, and play continues. If the thrown disc is not
caught, the referee then calls for the disc, explains the foul
to each team captain, and the spectator observes that the
offense has stopped and the defense is ready. The referee
gives the disc to the offense and blows that funky whistle
for the timekeeper. Play begins. If the foul was contested
(hell no, I didn't foul you! Did too!), then he calls what he
saw-end of argument. Suddenly instead of fourteen
individuals with fourteen motives for playing in a
tournament, and fourteen interpretations of the rules, there
is an authority to call for order out of chaos.
Well, I'm sure that this suggestion will be received in
many places with the cold shoulder of "He doesn't
understand about the nature of the game and the nature of
the players." However, from this perspective, I see the
players changing and the sport changing. If we are to bring
this game to the public and incorporate the public into this
game, if we are to have an Olympic sport, then as su re as in
1980 Glassboro had the music, had the juice, had the fire,
we'd better get the hot desire.
- Fred Baes
East Tennessee Ultimate Machine
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o Public Relations. Now the term "Frisbee Football" has a
more truthful meaning, the game is played on a football
field , but less violent. At least the layman might understand
more w~en he sees a halftime demonstration game on
Sunday m the Astrodome. Just think of all those Ultimate
Stadiums already bu iIt and paid for, just waiting for football
to fade out.
o_Wider Field. More players- how many? Seven, eight.
mne, ten . . . All are possible answers. But the real answer is
us. We the Ultimate players have a choice for ourselves to
decide the future of our sport.
Please experiment with this idea and provide feedback on
your d_iscoveries. Will an eight-man defense be adequate if
you w_Jsh to use a zone_? Do nine players provide enough
offensive punch to explOit the additional field width? Are 20
players really too many? Will bigger rosters at tournaments
create more team interest for tryouts?
Experimentation and change . .. cornerstones of progress
through the ages. Share my desire for our sport and tickle
your curiosity for the game and its strategies. What if the
field was wider and there were eight or nine players? I
wonder .. .
-The Citizen
Valley of the Sun Frizbee Team

THE CITIZEN:

Flatball compromise
Recent thought concerning the future promotion of our sport
has brought the following idea to bear upon us for contemplation and, hopefully, eventual rule changes.
Consider the situation of football playing fields in the
United States. They are all 52 yards wide by 120 yards long.
And by contrast, Ultimate playing fields are 40 by 120
yards.
The hopeful compromise is to allow the two games to be
played on the same size field. Why? Convenience. It's easier
to go to play on an already "lined" field than mark one out
every time your team wants to play.
The obvious "flatball"-oriented compromise would be to
have football players learn to play on a 40-yard wide field.
That would cause great defensive struggles in the NFL; with
less offensive punch in the game, football fans would become
bored and eventually turn their interests to Ultimate.
But ... What if Ultimate players learned to play on a 52yard wide field? Some basic future implications are:

Leveille, cont'd.
the team. A team like the Condors, which throws virtually
all its passes upfield, will tend to throw fewer passes than a
team like the 'Boro, which uses a lot of unguarded dishback passes. These teams may have differing passing
percentages while scoring the same number of goals.
Another important measure of a team's effectiveness on
offense, as suggested by Chris Taylor and Dan Roddick, is
the proportion of the time a team scores when it has the
disc, or the Goals- Possession ratio. Although there is very
little difference in the passing percentages in the above
table, there is a large difference in the Goals- Possession
numbers. It is intuitively obvious to the casual observer
that the team that scores most often will win. However, the
difference between the two Goals- Possession statistics
provides a good measure of a team's effectiveness against
that opponent.
Two other categories shown-Passes-Possession and
Passes- Goals-are other possible measures of the effectiveness of the team's offense that could be used in conjunction
with passing percentage and Goals- Possession.
The final category shown-Takeaways-Opponent Turnovers- is included to give a measure of the team's defensive
strength. All opponents give the disc away on occasion with
a bad pass or a drop. If they have it taken away a few times
in addition to their own mistakes, they lose even more
scoring opportunities. The Takeaways-Turnovers ratio
gives an idea of how effective a team is at creating offensive
opportunities for itself.
When the tournament is over, the performance of the
team can be saved on tape in all its disgrace or glory. The
high points of the team's play are there to admire and the
low points are identified for future work. Finally, who
knows? Someday, someone is going to make a serious
presentation of Ultimate for television, and they will need
experienced play-by-play people. So get out there and start
talking.
Larry Leveille
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The perfect fundraiser.
"Fly the Sky" with your team logo on 160-Gram
SKY-STYLEA'M sportdiscs by DISCRAFTI
Minimum 200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.50 Ea.
500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.25 Ea.
Price includes 1-color stomp. Die chorge: $40.00

*

ORDER BEFORE APRIL 1, 1981 & SAVE 10%

*

For further Information:

DISCRAFT PRODCUTS
Box 275
Westland, Ml 481 85
313) 421-4322

Classifieds
CLASSIFIED AD RATES: $5 for up to 50 words. Deadline for
submitted copy is the tenth day of the month prior to publication.
Please include payment with submitted ad copy.
UPA 165G DISCS (second run). This disc is only available
through the Newsletter. This 81c unpigmented disc has a gold/silver hotstamp. Cost is $10 and includes shipping in the US. Write to
UP A, Box 4844, Santa Barbara. CA 93103
WASH D.C. AREA FRISBEE CLUB. Call or wr ite Eric Simon
(6237 N. 21st St.. Arlington. VA 22205; 702/ 534-5456) for free
membership and newsletter.
DISC WARES UNLTD.. a player company. is pleased to
an.nounce a new service of printing Club designs on clothing and
fnsbees. Also FRISBEES. Ultimate fi eld cones. game rules. tape
measures, stop-watches and much more-cheap! For 75-item
catalog and 'Special Club Program.' write today to: Disc Wares.
Dept. U. Box 333. Amherst. MA 01004 .

